UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

MEMORANDUM

TO: SAC, ATLANTA

DATE: 3/9/54

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-93572)

SUBJECT: "NATIONAL GUARDIAN"

WEEKLY GUARDIAN ASSOCIATES, INC.

IS-\%/C

(00, NY)
NY 100-93572

Identity of source: [redacted], who has furnished reliable info in past (conceal)

Description of info: Meeting at Town Hall, NYC, by "National Guardian" with Mrs. OSWALD

Date received: [redacted]

Received by: SA PETER J. LEIGHTON (written)

Original location: [redacted]

A copy of informant's written report follows:
On Feb. 18, 1964 there was a meeting in Town Hall by the National Guardian.

Speakers:

MARK LANE
MARGARET OSWALD
STANTON T. LIND
JAMES ARONSON
ANNETTE HUBENSTEIN fund raiser.

Also on stage JACK MINNIS.

Present:

JANE BENEDICT (HAWLEY)  CAROLINE ROEST
PETER HAWLEY       ESTER RAND
ELLEN HAWLEY       JACK RAND
LUCIIILL SMITH     CORRINE JACKSON
ED SMITH           ADOLPH HAZEL
JOHN HOWES         ED TONTANELLI
KINDA HOWES        LUCILLE FLATO
BILL TATUM

and about 1,500 others.

Mrs. OSWALD said she had proof that her son was in C.I.A. She also said that what MARINA OSWALD was saying now was completely different from what she said to her from Nov. 22 to Nov. 28 when they were together.

MARK LANE used a blackboard to try to prove that OSWALD could not have shot J.F.K. He said the shots had to come from the front.

LIND quoted from his article "seeds of Doubt" and compared the OSWALD case to the DREIFUS case.
ESTER RAND said that LIND had had a bad accident before Christmas. She also said that LIND's mother was teaching at Sarah Lawrence College in Bronxville N.Y. and this was how she got the students from Sarah Lawrence to help with the Cooper surveys.